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2012 ap micro econ frq

2012 Microeconomics Exam FRQ 2 Look at how I can answer it on Youtube (a) The table above shows Theresa's marginal benefits of bagels and toy cars. (i) What is the total benefit of buying three toy cars? It's as simple as being wrong... Rethink again? 3 Toy cars (10+8+6) = 24 utils answer - One point
is earned for determining the total benefit, which is 24. (ii) Theresa's weekly income is 11 USD, the price of a bagel 2 dollars and the price of a toy car 1 USD. What amount of bagels and toy cars will maximise Theresa's benefits when she spends her entire weekly income on bagels and toy cars? Explain
the velvet analysis. First, you need to know the formula. Then make a chart------ If you go to a place where both purchases have the same utility, then you will be indifferent, either one will do as long as you have cash to spend. or with marginal analysis MU/PB = 6/2 = 3 and MU/PTC = 3/1 = 3 the marginal
benefit per dollar spent on bagels is equal to the marginal benefit per dollar spent on toy cars. Answer - One point is deserved when you say that three bagels and five toy cars are purchased. Answer - One point is deserved to explain that with this combination of bagels and toys, the marginal benefit per
dollar spent on bagels equals the marginal benefit per dollar spent on toy cars. Using the boundary analysis MU/PB = 6/2 = 3 and MU/PTC = 3/1 = 3 (b) Let us assume that the price of wheat, an input to the price of bagels, will increase. Will Theresa's demand for bagels increase, decrease or remain
unchanged? Explain. Keep in mind that the default prices are suppliers of a good, not aging. So, Theresa will not change her demand for bagels if the price of wheat rises. Answer - One point is deserved when you say that Theresa's demand for bagels will not change, because the rise in the price of
wheat will affect the supply of bagels, not demand. c) Suppose Theresa's income elasticity for bagels is -0.2. Does the value of Theresa's income elasticity indicate that bagels are a normal good, inferior good, substitute or compliment? Answer - One point is deserved when you say that bagels are inferior
goods. (d) Let us assume that the price of toy vehicles will increase by 10%. Theresa buys 5% fewer toy cars and 4% less from another toy, blocks. Calculate the cross-price elasticity for toy cars and blocks, and specify whether it is positive or negative. You have to joke *&amp;(6%). If the price of toy cars
is given, then we need Qd of another good and in this situation is the Qd we need for blocks. Xed is the comparison between 2 different goodsToy Cars &amp; Blocks Formula - % change in Qd = -.04 (4% less) (blocks) % change in price = .10 (Toy Cars) Answer - One point is earned for calculating cross-
price elasticity for toy cars and blocks: 2012 Microeconomics exam FRQ #1 Do not enter You can do it!!! 1. Steverail, the only provider of train services between two cities, is currently suffering economic losses. The only provider = Monopoly that had losses = draw a monopoly chart that shows a loss (a)
With a CLG, show each of the following options. (i) The loss-reducing price and quantity of Steverail marked with Pm or Qm. (ii) The area of economic losses, shaded. (iii) The allocatively efficient quantity, marked qe. (b) If Steverail raises the price determined in part (a) (i) above Pm, the total turnover
would increase, decrease or not change. Ok, I drew an overall sales curve at the bottom of the monopoly curve for Steverail's business. If you know that where MR = 0 is unit elasticity, then you know that the demand curve above the elasticity is the elastic section. In the elastic section of the demand
curve, its turnover decreases when a monopolist raises its price. Monopoly Cheat Sheet Answer - A point is earned for stating that total sales would fall because demand is price-elastic in the area of the demand curve where MR &gt; 0.c) Suppose Steverail is granted a per-unit subsidy. (i) Will Steverail's
amount increase, decrease or not change? Explain. Subsidies per unit are considered variable cost (VC) and therefore move the MC curve to the right and the ATC curve downwards. The quantity is increased and the prices fall. A shift in the MC curve also means that there is a new profit max (MR = MC),
hence the new lower price and larger quantity. Why is the per-unit subsidy considered variable costs,,, because you only receive the subsidy based on the amount you produce. If you don't produce, you don't get anything,,, so the amount of subsidy you receive is variable. Answer - A point is earned when
the amount is specified to increase because the subsidy causes the MC curve to move downwards and the MR curve intersects at a larger quantity. (ii) Will the consumer surplus increase, decrease or not change? A lower price will increase the consumer surplus. Answer - One point is earned when you
say that the consumer surplus will increase. d) Instead, let us assume that Steverail will be granted a flat-rate subsidy. For the short-term answer, the following. (i) Will weight loss increase, decrease or remain unchanged? Explain. Ok, so let me paint a picture. You run a café outside your high school.
During the day, a man stops by and gives you a 1,000 dollar (subsidy)... Does this affect what you pay your employees? If this leads you to have more / sell less coffee? No, this is not the way your employees always sell the same amounts of coffee as before. You now only have 1,000 dollars left in your
pocket. The loss of displacement is an inefficiency in this profit maximization of monopolies where MR = MC produce, and we know that at P = MC allocative efficiency (no DWL)... A flat-rate subsidy therefore does not change the Produces and does not affect DWL, society is no better off, but it makes you
1,000 dollars richer. Answer - One point is earned when it is said that the loss of own weight does not change, because the flat-rate subsidy does not change the profit-maximizing quantity. (ii) Will Steverail's economic losses increase, decrease or not change? A flat-rate subsidy reduces the loss ,,, money
in your pocket will reduce your total losses. Answer - One point is deserved when you say that economic losses will decrease.  Copyright © 2020 ACDC Leadership Inc. All rights reserved. *Advanced Placement (AP®) is a registered trademark of the College Board that was not involved in and does not
support the creation of this website. Website.
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